Abstract Power systems are evolving to the networks with proliferated penetration of renewable energy resources to leverage their environmental and economic advantages. However, due to the stochastic nature of renewables, the management of the rapidly increasing uncertainty and variability in power system planning and operation is of crucial significance. This paper represents a comprehensive overview of power system flexibility as an effective way to maintain the power balance at every moment. Definitions of power system flexibility from various aspects are explained to reach the reliable and economic planning and operation of the power system. The effects of the high penetration of variable energy resources on power systems and the evolution of flexibility in response to renewables are studied. A variety of resources during the flexibility evolutionary transition are introduced and discussed. As an influential flexibility solution in current power systems integrated with renewable resources, market design improvement is widely reviewed in this paper, and required modifications in market design mechanisms are investigated pertaining to various time horizons.
Introduction
Today, there is a global tendency for electricity generation to mutate from fossil fuels toward renewable energy resources, especially wind and solar energy. To take economic and environmental advantages of renewable resources such as energy sustainability and handling climate change, an overview of renewable resource extension policy has been codified in more than 173 countries around the world [1] . For instance, Germany and Denmark are willing to supply 80% and 100% of their generation through renewable energy resources by 2050, respectively [2, 3] . While conventional energy resources are planned and operated according to electricity market mechanisms, most variable energy resources (VERs) such as wind generators and photovoltaics (PVs) are not predictable because of their intermittent and stochastic nature originating from weather conditions. PVs and wind generators have three main common features: variability, uncertainty, and location dependency [4] [5] [6] . Hence, power system reliability may be threatened by the growth of VERs and there thus arises the need for the typical kind of flexibility that reinforces the system with the capability of compensating for real-time generation and consumption mismatches [7, 8] . In conventional power systems, the generation reserve capacity of thermal and hydro power plants is considered the system flexibility [9] . When the uncertainty pervades to the generation side to a larger scale than demand, the types of required flexibility change simultaneously. Advances in technology have helped flexibility with new resources and services. Today, the necessity of a typical flexibility, which provides market players with the wherewithal for financial decision making and helps enhance power system reliability, is without question [10] . Thus, various aspects of power system flexibility in the presence of VERs such as flexibility of resource, system flexibility assessment, problems and barriers of electricity markets, system planning and operation requirements, and finally market design evolutions in presence of VER, have been investigated in numerous studies.
Organizing flexibility resources will come in handy to overcome the high penetration of integrated VERs in power systems. Among these resources are more flexible conventional units [11] [12] [13] [14] , demand side flexibility utilization [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , grid extension [20] [21] [22] [23] , greater control over VERs [24] [25] [26] , market design improvement [27] [28] [29] [30] , new ancillary services [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , energy storage systems [36] [37] [38] [39] , and smart grid initiatives [40] [41] [42] . Such flexibility options will help control the overgeneration of VERs at low demand times, improve the electricity levelized cost in the presence of VERs, and reach the desired objectives of VER integration [43] . The significance of issues for each system depends on local requirements; although all of them intend to extend the efficient and reliable operation of a system with high penetration of VERs [44] .
Various models have been suggested for system flexibility assessment. These methods contain mathematical practices, measurement-based procedures, and graphical tools. In the first type, mathematical equations are utilized to reach the power system operation margins [45] , as well as maintaining the required system flexibility by flexibility envelopes which are obtained via mapping the VER uncertainty on the system generation and time axis [46] . The second model deploys specific indices such as the expected unserved demand [47] , lack of ramp probability [48] , insufficient ramping resource expectation (IRRE) [49] , and operational flexibility index [50] for flexibility assessment. The third type proposes to exploit diagrams and graphical tools to envision system flexibility, such as a ''flexibility chart'' which briefly shows the capacity of individual physical flexibility sources, e.g. conventional generating units, pumped-hydro storage, and interconnections [51] . While other tools, such as renewable energy flexibility (REFLEX) model [52] , or flexibility assessment (FAST) method [53] , evaluate the potential flexibility of generating units through power system simulation.
Uncertainty of VERs is another challenge. One approach is stochastic resource scheduling. For instance, in [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , the stochastic optimization method is applied to minimize the expected values of the objective function subject to the determined system variation probabilities. In addition, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] have exploited robust optimization to define an uncertainty set instead of a probability distribution. Finally, a chance-constrained optimization is accommodated to consider both probability and uncertainty [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . The other approach is the reserve analytical model which takes the operating and contingency reserve requirements into account with deterministic models [75] [76] [77] [78] . In some cases [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] , the look-ahead unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED) are employed to compensate for the net load (load minus VER generation) instead of the common real-time single-interval optimization models which cover the time-coupled multi-interval constraints.
As an alternative to face both variability and uncertainty of the net load, a new service, namely flexible ramping product (FRP) has been introduced by California Independent System Operator (CAISO) and Midcontinent ISO (MISO) in the U.S. [85, 86] . The FRPs have brought about the current UC and ED equations with two new market design variables namely flexible ramp-up (FRU) and flexible ramp-down (FRD) capabilities. The profitable deployment of FRPs in the industry coincides with a raised interest of researchers. References [87, 88] reveal the advantages of a deterministic dispatch model with FRPs over a stochastic dispatch model. Furthermore, it is shown that the advantages are dependent on the FRP parameters such as net load forecast errors and up/down ramp requirements. Several strategies have been modified in order to realize the desired transitions in the system. Among them are time-coupled multi-period market-clearing models and the incorporation of ramping capacity constraints. A day-ahead scheduling model is proposed by [89] to provide the optimal FRP amount for the European Central Dispatch Systems. In [90] , an FRP model is extended to control the ramp flexibility in presence of high penetrated VERs. Reference [91] has discussed the effects of FRU and FRD constraints on a risk-based ED problem while considering an extended loss of load probability as the risk index. The influence of ramp requirements on the reliable and economic operation of a system is investigated in [92] . In addition to reliability and operation costs, environmentally related aspects such as weather quality and CO 2 emission on a scaled MISO system are considered in [93] . Also, there have been approaches which offer the required ramping capability by means of electric vehicles (EVs) [94] or wind generators [25, 95] .
Another field of power system flexibility is dedicated to the study of mid-term and long-term flexibility requirements in energy system models. Extension of the UC problem toward a longer time horizon of several days has led to a medium-term UC which only keeps the solution for the next day in [96] . A mid-term market-based power system is developed by [97] [98] [99] . Reference [38] has equipped the highly penetrated VER power system with electricity storage and studied the long-term effects. In [100] , a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) solution is offered to simulate the day-ahead electricity market with integration of long-term planning and UC. Reference [101] has compared a developed model of an open source energy system (OSeMOSYS) limited by operational constraints, with a complex model which links a long-term energy system model (TIMES), a UC, and a dispatch model (PLEXOS) for the case of the Irish power system.
How market design would affect the power system flexibility has also been much researched. Different market designs in the presence of VERs are compared in [102] . The interaction of VER support schemes and market design parameters is analyzed in [103] . Reference [104] has studied the distinct market design parameters while making the most of the advantage of wind generators. Reference [105] classifies the balancing market design parameters which influence the individual control areas and crossborder cooperation. Reference [31] has declared how demand and supply of flexibility would be altered with respect to the main design parameters and short-term market functions in the Central Western European region. Reference [106] comprehensively reviews the role of current distributed energy resources as a flexibility supplier, as well as impressive factors on a market design. A thorough discussion about the barriers of a large-scale market in the presence of VERs in the European Union (EU) electricity market design is presented in [107] . A typical framework is established to find the association of market integration barriers and upcoming defections according to the EU electricity market. Reference [108] has investigated conventional and modern electricity market designs in the U.S. which are looking forward to arranging an adequate resource to recover their expenses with respect to longterm reliability. It is followed by [30] to compensate for the cost of inadequate flexibility services, or unintentional flexibility provided by resources in market designs with high penetration of VERs.
This study intends to present a broad review of power system flexibility. While several reviews on the concept of flexibility have been already published, and each one has investigated the flexibility from a distinct aspect such as individual flexibility resources [15-17, 32, 39-44] and market design mechanisms for enhancing the flexibility [29] [30] [31] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] , flexibility is studied more comprehensively in this paper. This paper investigates the reasons for the emergence of power system flexibility. Further, it studies how the flexibility has evolved through the development of new trends and technologies in the power system, especially among the proliferated penetration of renewable resources. Flexibility is defined from various aspects and its effects on the functionality of power system from different time horizons is introduced. Also, various types of flexibility resources and their prospects are discussed. Moreover, the existing market design and its evolution to supply the power system with flexibility are discussed.
Power system flexibility definition
The concept of flexibility has been defined recently by researchers, and it is legislated by organizations such as International Energy Agency (IEA) and North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). Hence, a lot of academic and industrial researches are centred on power system planning and operational flexibility. Currently, studies can be classified into two types: long-term planning flexibility and short-term operational flexibility. However, despite the above, a universal and common definition for power system flexibility is not represented yet. Each research group has declared its own definition according to the major field of study.
Flexibility is defined as the system capability to exploit all the resources to respond to the net demand changes in [49] . In [53] , it is offered as the system ability to adjust the generation and demand in response to intentional or unintentional aberrations. From the operational point of view, flexibility is considered as the potential capacity to be utilized on the specific time interval, and with response to the net demand changes [109] . Similarly, it is described as power and ramp capability in order to modify the generation in response to the net demand changes within a specific energy duration in [110] . Also, flexibility is represented as the system facility to overcome the uncertainties, in addition to the generation and demand deviations, while preserving the system reliability with minimum extraordinary cost [111] . From the technical side, flexibility is required to compensate uncertainties and generationdemand deviations. However, from the economic viewpoint, providing flexibility means extra charges. Therefore, a compromised level must be established between the amount of flexibility and its compulsory costs. Equally in [112] , flexibility is cited as the system competency to respond to a set of diversions in operation which are determined by risk management criteria. They would be available through control processes, and could be supplied within a specific time at marginal cost.
According to the above definitions, four aspects could be visualized for flexibility which contain time, function, uncertainty and cost. The first three features can be considered as technical norms and the last one as indicated by economic principles. In addition to these dimensions, other attributes such as location of flexibility resources and their proximity to the transmission or distribution system are also crucial [113] .
Power system flexibility: an overview of emergence to evolution
The first dimension: time
The response time interval describes how fast a system reacts to the deviations and returns to the initial state. Referring to the study objectives, the time period may vary from a few seconds to a few months [114] . Based on the chosen time interval, a system can perform at various levels of flexibility. Short time intervals concentrate on the short-term system flexibility and show the response time over a few minutes or hours. By contrast, long time intervals focus on the long-term system planning and illustrate the changes such as generation combination, legislation policies, and altering the consumption pattern over a few months. A power system might possess adequate long-term flexibility, while suffering from a lack of short-term flexibility. For instance, a system might have enough capacity for the load growth over a year, but could not afford daily demand changes. Thus, determining the time intervals to evaluate the system flexibility is essential.
The second dimension: control functions
Control functions imply a set of corrective procedures which could be taken in a described operation process over a responding time interval. The set of control functions depends on the response time period. Figure 1 depicts the common corrective functions in power systems for different time intervals. As is shown, in each time space, the operator is armed with the particular corrective processes. The more the corrective function set is extended, the more choices are drafted to the operator to handle the unwanted events. Thus, in such a condition, response cost would decrease, or a greater amount of uncertainty would be covered.
The third dimension: uncertainty
In fact, uncertainty is the lack of complete information about the future state of a system. Operation and planning are always stamped by uncertainty. Conventionally, uncertainty is related to the probable outages of system components, load forecasting errors, and market price. In recent years, within the increasing penetration of renewable resources, a new type of uncertainty has been added to the system due to the inaccurate generation forecast of VERs. The system uncertainty declares how much flexibility is required to manage it. In addition, it shows how flexible the system is. The chosen interval for covering a system uncertainty is determined with respect to the objective interval which reflects the amount of preferred risk specified by the decision maker.
The fourth dimension: cost
Another aspect of flexibility is the variation and uncertainty in response cost which are functions of controlling processes. A power system planner or operator always tries to provide system flexibility, while minimizing costs. Referring to this objective function, the most economic control processes are designed to respond to the uncertainty. In addition to minimizing the flexibility cost, sometimes the marginal cost or marginal risk is considered to serve system flexibility. In such a condition, if the marginal cost is high (low risk), there would be no limitations on the controlling progresses and their related costs. However, if the marginal cost is low (high risk), some of controlling processes would be uneconomic and might be neglected.
Depending on the purpose of the study, the response time window T is specified. Then, an uncertainty function denoted by U(T) and corrective function denoted by F(T) are established for each time period. Based on the cost of control function denoted by C(F) and system marginal risk, the most economic flexibility resources will be allocated to meet the flexibility requirements. Thus, proper definition of quadruple dimensions will lead to supply and evaluation of necessary flexibility in contexts of both power system planning and operation.
Effects of increasing renewable resources penetration
In [115] , it is shown that as the penetration of renewable energy resources exceeds 1 GW in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), a flexibility requirement is urged. For instance, adding 14.5 GW of solar generation to the ERCOT leads to an increment in the maximum 1-hour ramp requirement to 135%, and in 3-hour ramp requirement by 30%. Reference [116] has declared that the need for flexibility highly increases at a renewable penetration greater than 30%, especially for solar generation. Also, a study of the Philippine Department of Energy estimates that about 50% of extra generation capacity required as future reserve capacity must be from mid-range and peaking generation units [117] . An analysis in [118] shows that for 100% renewable electricity supply scenarios at 2030 and 2050, a generation mix with a nominal capacity of more than twice maximum demand is required. All these studies reveal that more penetration is in parallel with the need for more flexibility. In order to diagnose and present the proper solutions to handle flexibility problems, acknowledging various effects of renewable resources on the power system is of high importance. In the following, these effects are classified and explained. According to the time sequence of flexibility, effects can be divided into short-term, mid-term, and long-term types shown in Fig. 2 .
Short-term effects
Increasing required reserve capacity, ramp capability, inertia and frequency response, and minimum generation output constraints are general effects of flexibility in the short-term horizon [13, 35, 85, 119, 120] . Secure and reliable power system operation require appropriate reserves allocation to compensate for the uncertainties in demand and generation availability. In the presence of sustainable resources, referring to their inaccurate generation forecast, system uncertainty will be raised. So, more capacity of conventional resources is devoted as a reserve to provide the power balance in the operational time. On the other hand, the generating unit ability to yield the reserve varies with respect to the ramp capability during the considered time interval. Hence, in addition to developing the amount of reserve, the needed ramp capability should be arranged to cover the variations and uncertainties which are caused by the presence of renewable resources. Penetration of renewable resources has led to hourly and sub-hourly increasing variations in the net demand. In such a situation, conventional generating units must be able to shift their set points proportional to the variations in the net demand. Thus, the slope of net demand changes should be smaller than the sum of ramp capability of conventional generating unit changes. Otherwise, more flexible units are called for to provide adequate ramp capability.
In the economic dispatch time horizon, generating units are planned such as to be capable of performing the load following in response to the net demand changes. In the operation with time steps of seconds to minutes, the regulation service is the only response option toward the net demand changes. The power system utilizes regulation services to compensate for the frequency deviation and/or area control errors (ACEs). Confronting a regulation service shortfall would cause deviations in the power exchange between areas, loads or VER generation loss. In such a condition, the energy price is not equal to the market price, and this may affect the long-term efficiency of the market. Thus, with respect to the increments in the renewable generation variability and uncertainty, regulation reserve and its flexibility would be influenced because of compensation in the renewable generation deviation.
Added to the increasing required reserve and ramp capability caused by proliferated penetration of renewable resources, the minimum generating power constraint of conventional units is another stumbling block. Consider a state in which the renewable generation supplies all the demands. All conventional units such as steam and nuclear units must be uncommitted. However, this might be Power system flexibility: an overview of emergence to evolution impossible because of long turn-on and turn-off times of these units. If a drop in the renewable generation occurs, costly rapid start units would be utilized instead of cheap basic load units. This is not economical. In addition to the prolonged running up of conventional units (few hours for combined cycles, days for steam plants, and weeks for nuclear units), consecutive turn on/off would be costly from different aspects such as fuel, manpower, repair and maintenance. Also, the energy price might be converted to a negative amount which forces these types of units to pay the consumers in order to avoid repeated turn on/off. In the presence of proliferated penetration of renewable resources, system inertia and frequency response might also be affected. In current power systems, if a disturbance occurs, conventional units will supply the required inertia and frequency response inherently. In the case of low demand and high renewable generation, conventional units would own a limited share of energy supply. On the other hand, most sustainable resources are based on power electronic components with low inertia. Hence, in the case of a striking contingency, system inertia and frequency response might be so weak as to activate under frequency load shedding relays.
Mid-term effects
As mentioned above, high penetration of renewable resources would cause conventional units to turn on/off frequently. For base-load units, the raised duty cycle could impose high costs on the components and lead to a marked up forced outage rate, and unit amortization [121, 122] . Amortization may extend the repair and maintenance costs, shrink the income because of repeated lasting black-outs, and decrease the efficiency because of low generation.
Long-term effects
In the long-term, fossil fuel and environmental constraints will shift the investments toward low carbon baseload generating units such as nuclear units, geothermal, and carbon capture and sequestration. According to the high minimum generation amount and low ramp capability, these units possess a limited flexibility which will not let them integrate with the network at any time [123] . Consequently, the rate of return for these units would be less and their attractiveness as an investment would disappear. In such a situation, fast response units with high flexibility will be more common, albeit at a higher energy price.
Referring to the mentioned effects, some indications which reveal the lack of flexibility in a power system include [124] : 1) Difficulties in fulfilling the power balance of generation and demand leading to frequency deviation and load loss. 2) A rise in renewable energy curtailment resulting from transmission constraints and over-generation. 3) Frequent and abrupt ACEs among different control areas caused by deviations from the scheduled power exchange. The deviation reflects the system deficiency in performing power trading and wheeling responsibility. 4) Negative market prices brought about by factors such as limited ramp down capability of generating units, demand inability in absorbing excessive generation, surplus of VERs, and transmission line congestion. Although, negative price emergence is possible in a system without renewable resources, renewable energy integration will intensify this issue. 5) Price volatility, or fluctuation among high and low prices which displays the limited transmission line capacity, fast response peak unit shortages, and absence of demand response.
In systems which portray a lack of flexibility, planners and operators are looking for solutions with most efficiency and least cost to provide the desired level of flexibility. There are various solutions to increase system flexibility which will be introduced in the coming section.
Power system flexibility resources
In general, power system flexibility can be classified into two types: physical and structural flexibilities. Physical flexibility points to the system physical competency in response to the demand and generation changes which is necessary but not sufficient for a flexible system operation. The structural flexibility is the capability to exploit physical flexibility through operational instructions or market procedures. The importance of structural flexibility should not be ignored, since reaching the proper operation is mostly possible by its means. Table 1 introduces the resources of the power system flexibility, and also their relation to the physical or structural flexibilities. If dominant flexibility provision by a resource is based on its inherent physical characteristics, it is categorized as ''physical'' like flexible conventional units. Structural options such as market design improvement provide flexibility mainly through market design or operational practices that are mostly unbiased towards the use of different technologies. Flexibility resources like demand side flexibility utilization require physical flexibility from the system components along with proper operational and market structures. Therefore, they are classified as both. In the following, each sort of flexibility resource is discussed.
Flexible conventional unit
System physical flexibility is promoted through fast start conventional units with high ramp capability, low minimum generation constraint, and short minimum up/down time constraints. Increasing duty cycle of fossil fuel-based power plants results in a remarkable rise in the forced outage rate of units, repairs and maintenance, and extreme depreciation and exhaustion of generating units. On the other hand, economic efficiency of conventional units is uncertain, especially for coal-fired power stations which are designed to operate with 80% of annual capacity. In addition, a noticeable hardware modification is required to make the units flexible and make it possible to operate with a capacity smaller than 40% [12] . Hence, a cost-worth analysis seems to be essential to evaluate the most economical choice among making robust, eliminating, or revising the operation procedure in order to refine system flexibility. Another choice is to exploit more flexible units such as those with a reciprocating engine or combustion turbine with low minimum generation constraint and high efficiency.
Flexibility utilization at demand side
Organizing the market to motivate and exploit demand response is a solution to boost system flexibility. Demand response needs demand side physical flexibility and its related infrastructure, as well as appropriate arrangements to motivate a favorable response. Demand side management could provide various time interval balances (on the scale of second to season) by means of energy, capacity and ancillary services bidding such as regulation, load following, contingency replacement, etc., which could be utilized to improve system flexibility [17] . Controlling the demand side with respect to system conditions, whether through price-based programs for individual consumers, or by aggregating the responsive demand, would result in flexibility increase [18, 19] .
Grid interconnection and flexibility at grid side
If adequate physical equipment and infrastructure exist, interconnecting the balance areas would be the key to develop the physical and structural flexibility. An interconnected network, which is characterized by physical connections within the nearby regions, provides the increased access to a variety of demand and generation types. In addition, spreading geographic expansion would smooth out total renewable resource generation and net demand [125] . Thus, the ramping requirement of the interconnected system is diminished. This results in a discount at the required flexibility service and in costs [43, 126] . However, concerns such as regional information security and big data processing should not be neglected for an interconnected grid [127] . Moreover, transmission line congestion may prevent the system from fully leveraging the grid interconnection.
In such a case, by adjusting the physical characteristics of the power grid to control the power flow, grid side flexibility resources can provide additional operational flexibility. Grid side flexibility resources are categorized into discrete and continuous resources [128] . Transmission expansion planning [129, 130] and line switching in operation [131, 132] are typical discrete resources which change the power grid topology. Continuous resources such as high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission and flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices would help the system operator monitor and manipulate the system more effectively. This leverages the greatest capability of transmission lines [133, 134] .
Market design improvement
Market design improvement is a structural tool for heightening system flexibility. Being large, fast, neutral towards the players, and providing approaches based on the functions of players are four basic characteristics of a standard market design. As discussed above, grid interconnection would increase system flexibility. However, taking the most advantages of the gained flexibility is dependent on an appropriate market design. Thus, it is urgent to define proper and effective structural configurations to manage and operate the tie lines and markets in a coordinated manner. A main property of market design is having a fast and frequent energy market, commonly Grid interconnection and grid side flexibility
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Power system flexibility: an overview of emergence to evolution referred to as real-time or balancing market, which would bring about system flexibility because of near real-time operation, and a more accurate VER forecast, and better accommodation of real system conditions [12] . Note, long settlement intervals do not induce enough incentives for flexible resources. Hence, shorter intervals will lead to a better pricing paradigm. This then also satisfies the flexible resources.
Being neutral toward the players means that all the resources (regardless of their type of technology) compete fairly and correspond to their various collaborations in supplying the desired services [30] . In market design, a new ancillary service is defined regardless of the technology type and refers to the required response speed, response level, or length of the performance. In addition, payouts must be shared according to the resource operation. Two suppliers who present distinct levels of the same service should be paid relevant to their service level. More service equals higher payoff. In addition, two different suppliers who perform an identical level of service should be paid the same regardless of their type.
Greater control over VERs
The uncertainty and variability of highly penetrated VERs have led to a flexibility shortage. Hence, control over the VER generation would alleviate the situation. For instance, when the generated power exceeds the required system demand, or the system deals with a transmission line congestion, flexibility can be provided via VER generation curtailment. However, it requires structural configurations to develop the incentives and management for the lost energy, as well as physical competency for the generation curtailment. Curtailing the VER generation is the last preferred choice of owners since a portion of the income would be lost and their cost would be raised [135] . VER generation curtailment could be either executed by system operator commands or market automated proceedings. In the first method, and in a time of surplus generation, the system operator is allowed to cut off a part of renewable generation disregarding whether it is optimal or not. In a well-designed market, with on-time over-generation and low demand, negative prices will emerge. Therefore, VER owners are encouraged either to split their generation voluntarily, or invest in new flexible technologies [136, 137] . Currently in MISO and New York ISO (NYISO), VERs offer their bids to the market the same way as conventional units, although their bids are in order to reduce the generation. If bids are economic, wind generation would be shrunk to avoid over-generation [138] . New developments in the field of renewable energy resources have motivated a lot of studies of the capability of VERs in providing various ancillary services such as inertia response [139, 140] , frequency regulation [32, 141] , voltage support [142, 143] and operating reserves [34, 144, 145] . However, high penetration of renewable energy resources might also raise the necessity of revisions in the current mechanism and design of ancillary services, and the hidden potential for the emergence of a unique market for energy, ancillary services and VERs as discussed in [35] .
New ancillary service
Regulation, spinning, and non-spinning reserve ancillary services had covered most power balance requirements either in the normal condition or in a time of contingency. However, if the growing penetration of VERs continues, these services would not be sufficient to obtain the required system flexibility as mentioned in Section 3. Thus, more desired flexibility would be resolved by three types of ancillary services in future power systems: load following, frequency response reserve, and inertia response.
Load following
Load following is a method which follows demand variations during power system operation to maintain the balance between generation and demand. Under normal conditions, a load following service is stocked by the operator through economic dispatch of conventional units within the hourly energy markets or 5 to 15 minutes realtime markets. By proliferated penetration of VERs, the required ramp capability to follow the demand might be greater than the ramp capability of conventional units participating in the real-time market. While contingency reserves are dedicated for deployment at the time of a significant contingency such as generation loss, providing a new ancillary service such as load following might be the best option. As an example of load following services, the new product named ''flexi-ramp'' which has been presented in MISO and CAISO markets [85, 86] , is further discussed in Section 5.2.
Frequency response reserve
Currently, frequency response reserve has been counted in the system studies, although frequency response is not believed in as an ancillary service in the market yet. With an expanded presence of VERs based on power electronics devices, and inherently possessing no inertia, frequency response and inertia response as two types of ancillary services seemed to be more vital than ever [120] . There remains a potentiality to create an ancillary service in the market, namely frequency response, in the near future. On the other hand, advances in technology have led to the possibility of contributing VERs, storage, and responsive loads to the required system frequency response in addition to the conventional units [35, 146, 147] . In such a condition, the desired system frequency response will not be granted as a prerequisite for units in order to get connected to the network. Rather, it will be suggested as an ancillary service to meet the system need for an appropriate response.
Inertia response
In the case of highly proliferated VERs or equally the fading presence of conventional generation, the system would suffer from the inertia response issue [148] . The result of Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system simulations in [149] reveals that under stress condition (e.g. low demand, high renewable generation, and absence of conventional generation), a significant drop in the system frequency response will occur while the system is facing a disturbance. The intensity of frequency response drop varies with respect to wind generation amount and number of offline fossil units. In addition, new resources such as VERs, storage, and flywheels can afford an inertia response as good as or even better than the frequency response when they have no contribution [150, 151] . Meanwhile, research on supplying the inertia response by means of market, or the required conditions for the network connection will continue. Although, when there is no more empirical evidence, the desired inertia response will be obtained via the required conditions for the network connection.
Energy storage system
Deployment of energy storage in parallel with the high penetration of VERs is undoubtedly needed. While the output power of VERs is accompanied with variability, energy storage can assist the power system to absorb the surplus generation of VERs in the case of over-generation or discharge of their energy to the system to help with any case of production scarcity. Further, storage might be performed in the ternary levels of the power system, such as water in pumped-hydro storage as a primary input at the generation, bulk battery storage at the transmission, and electric vehicles at the distribution levels [44] . Although providing storage for each level imposes new operation cost to the system, their integration among the high penetration of VERs can reward the system with multiple services which will improve system flexibility [38] . On the other hand, the capital costs of storage will become more economical in the future, as storage technology develops [152] .
Smart grid initiative
Smart grids are systems in which system components are connected to each other through a bidirectional communication framework and it is thought to be the best infrastructure for integration of numerous distributed energy resources among a network. Although system complexity has increased because of the transition toward smart grids, vast control over the units is gained and reliability is promoted. Also, from the market point of view, all the players involved in an intelligent connection and optimizations would lead to the satisfaction of every agent [153] . The coordination between the transmission system and distribution operators by means of smart grids provides a vast potential for both kinds of physical and structural system flexibilities [154] . Advances in electrical vehicles, small batteries, smart meters, communication links among distributed energy resources and distribution operators, controllable and interruptible loads, demand side management with either incentive or price-based scheme, and new regulations for the distribution system have all offered new flexibility options for the system [17, 106, 155, 156] . Another example for smart grid initiatives is the role of the distribution system operator in Europe, which integrates the demand response, electricity storage, and renewable energy resources at the distribution level, and further coordinates with the transmission side and offers it as a source of flexibility.
A summary of discussed flexibility resources is presented in Fig. 3 .
Sectoral integration
The integration among various types of energy hubs such as gas and electricity and their energy carriers is another source of flexibility which increases the security of energy supply. However, the system might confront different challenges. This option also allows the system to convert diverse types of energy to each other by means of storage which further increases the provided flexibility. For sectoral integration, market frameworks need to be revised in order to allow the consumer to optimize and choose the ideal type of energy resource [157] [158] [159] [160] .
Electricity market design evolution
To increase system flexibility, proper economic signals must exist, so that current sustainable resources can make a contribution to the system operation. On the investment time horizon, adequate flexibility should be extended in the long term to be utilized in the required time. By the increasing penetration of renewable resources, generation combination is shifting toward low-cost generating resources, high-cost investment, and a smaller utilization factor. This changes in the generation combination might affect the return on investment and the incentives for the contribution of flexible resources in the market.
Some of essential tools for tackling such challenges are already prepared. However, market design might not be arranged properly to bring about the primary incentives for the complete presentation of the flexible resource capabilities, sufficient deployment, and attracting enough investment. Incorrect operation of current flexible resources, or their lack of ability to provide flexibility, might result in a drop in system efficiency and reliability. This could restrict market operator access to system flexibility for making an entire response to net demand changes. Consequently, it may be hazardous to system reliability. Most often, exploiting the more expensive flexible resources instead of economic types which are not available to the market, causes a rise in the costs. In addition, when there is inadequate revenue to recover the cost of those resources which are required for supplying long-term reliability, the market would be abandoned. Therefore, it is mandatory to design the market such as to inspire the flexible resources to participate and invest in system operation. Another aspect of a well-designed market is its neutrality towards diverse technologies, and preparing the competition infrastructure for responding to system requirements. According to the tremendous potential impacts of proliferated penetration of VERs on the market, rates of income for generation resources would change, and critical products which are offered by market participants might reform priorities. These changes simply reflect the modifications in the generation sequence and desired services. However, changes might lead to unwanted consequences such as an inefficient electricity network or a nadir in reliability. Hence, common methods to face such challenges as a lack of incentives to offer flexibility in shortterm operation and revenue sufficiency for the long-term reliability are introduced in the following. Also, the evolution of these approaches to improve the penetration of renewable resources in recent years is reviewed.
Market design and its primary flexibility solution
Current electricity markets are designed such that they present the necessary motivation for resources to offer a variety of services such as energy and different types of ancillary services. The existing market components which are effective in the flexibility motivation are reviewed below. Then some of the new transitions at the design stage are introduced. These heighten the system flexibility in order to handle the increasing variability and uncertainty of VERs. In current markets, there are few mechanisms which succeed in incentivizing market participants to supply flexibility during system operation. However, it is still not completely clear to what extent these mechanisms could provide the desired flexibility.
Centralized scheduling and dispatch
In this mechanism, generating units share their technical and economic data with the market operator. Then the operator meets the required system energy and ancillary services for power system security, as well as biddings and constraints of generating units [161] . If the generation scheduling responsibility is upon the generating units, the operator would be dealing with a pre-set schedule before clearing the market. If a high portion of the energy supply is identified in such a way, the operator might have to confront a shortage in availability of flexible resources to maintain the power balance. It could be that the system physical flexibility might suffice, but the market operator cannot access it.
Repeated generation scheduling and short clearing intervals
An ''intraday'' market with a time interval of 6-12 hours is running in the electricity market in European countries. At a much shorter time interval of 5-10 minutes, a ''realtime'' market is running in almost all advanced markets around the world (equally as a balancing market among the European countries) to clear the imbalances between demand and supply [162] . In these markets, the unit outputs are scheduled, and share their 6 hours (for intraday market) or 5 minutes (for real-time market) length flexible bids to the operator, and bids are updated in each interval. Therefore, a better pricing for system real-time status would be performed and more incentives are brought to bear for the participant resources in this market. As in the real-time market, energy selling is restricted by unit ramping capability, and those with higher flexibility get a bigger piece of the revenue cake.
Existing ancillary service market
Regulating and operating reserve markets are running alongside the electricity markets to provide required ancillary services. As generating unit flexibility increases, the profit within the ancillary service market would grow [163] . Thus, ancillary services might work as an incentive for generation resources to raise system flexibility to gain higher profits.
Make-whole payment guarantee
In power system operation, because of the unit contribution constraints and cost non-convexity, a special condition may appear in which market prices could not recover all the unit operation costs. So, while aiming to motivate the flexible units, all the operation costs of a generating unit which has contributed in the energy and ancillary service supply will be recovered through the mechanism of ''make-whole payment'' guarantee [161, 164] . A simple type of this mechanism can thus be expressed as: if the total costs of a generating unit are more than its total incomes in the market, the total payment to this unit would be equal to the mismatch of unit costs and incomes.
Day-ahead profit assurance
This mechanism is intended to halt the decline of generating unit revenue caused by energy mismatches between the scheduled day-ahead market and the real-time market [165, 166] . Since this deviation is normally compensated by flexible units, the mechanism is aimed to persuade the units to participate in the real-time market. In fact, this setup guarantees that reducing the generation in the real-time operation will not harm the generating units, comparing to the scheduled amount of the day before.
Inter-zonal market integration
This reform in market design provides power system flexibility by widening the market through market integration and mainly has taken place in the European electricity markets. The main features and examples of this integration include the efficient pan-European market, efficient cross-border market integration, and enablement of regulatory environment. The efficient pan-European market mostly seeks to harmonize the day-ahead market and intraday market within Europe such as the market Power system flexibility: an overview of emergence to evolution coupling project which has integrated the Nordic pool to the Central Western Europe electricity market area [167] . However, integration and coordination of separated balancing markets to each other is very complex. Hence, another priority, namely cross-border balancing cooperation, is considered widely to reduce the challenges of the previous design in which reserve capacities are dedicated to each controlling area after coordination [167] . In addition to European electricity markets, coordinated transaction scheduling between NYISO and PJM [168] interchange optimization by PJM and MISO [169] , and inter-regional interchange scheduling between NYISO and ISO-New England (ISO-NE) [170] are several interregional trading projects that have recently been carried out among U.S. electricity markets. Finally, enablement of the regulatory environment aims to aggregate the flexibility services such as that of the cooperation among German transmission system operators under the supervision of the German regulatory service introduced in [171] . This optimizes the cost and coordination of the frequency restoration reserve and the tertiary control reserve. While the above-mentioned primary solutions encourage the generating units to provide flexibility over a short time horizon, there exist other market designs which bring about incentives for long-term solutions. These solutions provide motivation to attract new reliable resources, or convince the existing resources to promote their technology for the requested flexibility. A decisive factor in attracting investment of new generation resources for reliable system operation is the revenue sufficiency concept which has been recognized since the arrangement of the very first market designs. However, whether the current designs have succeeded to recover the fixed costs of resources for the long-term reliable operation is still debatable. On the other hand, with the proliferated penetration of VERs, a holistic pattern still does not exist to properly determine system resource adequacy which is influenced by the renewables. The existing solutions for long-term market design include:
1) Scarcity pricing
This method is associated with energy only markets in which the only solution for obtaining revenue sufficiency is through high prices in the energy and reserve markets in the case of generation scarcity [161] . When the required supply or ramp capability is not available and there is no marginal generator to clinch the price, scarcity prices are employed. High scarcity prices should be settled in the system operation to hand over the desired revenue for recovering the investment cost of peak load units during their lifespan. Generating units with high fixed operation costs hope for scarcity prices to recover their costs. A power market operator might set a price cap to avoid any unusual incline in the prices at a time of scarcity. This leads to a ''missing money'' problem and disappoints the generating units potentially participating in the market [172] . Finally, when revenue sufficiency has vanished, power system reliability would face a gross drop since suppliers are not incentivized to enter the market. So, for investment in new generation capacity, guaranteeing return on investment based on scarcity pricing incomes would be challenging. Likewise, it is also debatable whether this price is individually enough to offer investment motivation.
On the other hand, the penetration of VERs with marginal costs of close to zero (and even negative prices) has aggravated the revenue sufficiency problem for conventional generating units. Moreover, investment on these units is also fading, since their revenue sufficiency has been accompanied with uncertainty [173] . So, the current design of the energy-only market is not responding well in the presence of VERs and scarcity pricing for renewables must be settled based on their flexibility, location on the power network, and the quality of technology. In addition, the variability and uncertainty of renewables force the system to provide more operating reserve to guarantee reliable system operation, but also the need to maintain the operational reserve for this system only makes the problems more complicated.
2) Capacity market
This method aims to prevent instabilities and fluctuations in the investment of electricity generation. Capacity markets are designed wishing to arrange a market structure to confidently reach generation resource adequacy in the desired time, and assist the generation resources to recover their investment costs [161] . In the U.S., markets such as PJM, ISO-NE, and NYISO possess capacity markets which declare the required level of capacity and establish a transparent market environment to possibly recover the fixed costs of generating units [174] . The final objective of resource adequacy and related capacity markets is to serve a level of long-term reliability such that it would be compatible with power system priorities. On the other hand, in the European capacity market, each member might have his own mechanism. For instance, France and UK run a capacity market, while Spain and Italy are planning out for capacity payment or Nordic countries such as Sweden or Finland are aiming at the strategic reserves [175] . In any event, in current capacity markets, two important prospects of generation resource functionality are neglected. First, the unit capability for a flexible operation points to features such as ramp capability, minimum allowable generation, and minimum up/down time. Second is the focus on the quality of generating unit response as a capacity resource in a critical system situation. The existing capacity market designs do not distinguish flexible or inflexible units. Thus, there is no incentive for participants to provide more flexibility. An overview of current market designs in shortterm and long-term time horizons has been depicted in Fig. 4 .
New solutions to promote flexibility
Recently, there have been transformations in market design to provide a better motivation for the flexibility concept: 1) Scarcity pricing developments ERCOT as the only electricity market which runs energy-only markets in the U.S. has recently taken two steps to promote scarcity pricing policies [176] . The first is that the price cap has been elevated gradually (up to 9000 $/MWh) such that the energy price might face a remarkable rise during scarcity periods. Secondly, the operating reserve demand curves are utilized in the real-time market to preferably manifest the final value of reserve reliability in the price. According to the dependency of energy and reserve, the curve affects either the reserve or energy. The operating reserve demand curve is extracted based on a probabilistic assessment with respect to the probability of load loss for various levels of reserve, as well as the value of lost load estimation. Comparing the operating reserve demand curve with the fixed reserve demand curve reveals that the market price would be higher when the system marginal reserve is greater than the required amount in the fixed curve. Consequently, the generating units are awarded more income to recover the fixed costs. However, in a few cases (when reserve margin is smaller), the operating reserve demand curve will lead to lower prices.
2) Capacity market promotion CAISO is the first electricity market which has considered the flexibility concept in the capacity market [177] . Due to the revision newly approved in the CAISO, demand suppliers must consider sufficient flexibility for unforecast variabilities and uncertainties, as well as adequate capacity to supply the forecast peak load. With this new law, each unit which is participating in providing the required flexibility should offer a flexible capacity in the short-term energy markets (day-ahead and real-time markets). With such a mechanism, the required flexibility is confirmed based on the maximum net demand upward ramp during three hours predicted to occur in a month. In addition, the European Commission has suggested capacity market regulations to ensure the secure supply of electricity [178] . These mechanisms include incorporation of interconnection capacity into national mechanisms in which generators in an adjacent market are permitted to offer capacity bids, single capacity market design wherein national capacity mechanisms are coordinated with a single design, and a single EU-wide capacity market that could be considered as a capacity to deal with the scarcity in each market area. However, there is another alternative instrument for the capacity market in the Europe which aims to offer generation flexibility rather than capacity.
3) Supplying flexibility with non-conventional resources Conventionally, thermal and hydro units serve the required system flexibility in the energy and ancillary services market. Accordingly, electricity markets have been settled upon these unit conditions. However, as mentioned in Section 4, in addition to conventional flexible resources, the integration of small distributed energy resources and energy storage, as well as integration of demand side management resources might be counted as new resources of flexibility, while they can be sufficiently incentivized to provide flexibility in the retail markets. Due to the increasing need for flexibility in the presence of VERs, electricity markets are transforming to reach an appropriate level of flexibility by means of new resources. More about supplying flexibility via non-conventional units and their effects can be found in [15-19, 24-26, 32-38] .
Another type of non-conventional resource for flexibility that is introduced in the European energy market is the privileges given to the aggregators by the European Commission to enable a decentralized type of flexibility [179] .
4) Evolution of regulation reserve market
Recently, there have been changes to inspire flexible resources for more contribution in the ancillary service market. Most changes are related to the regulation reserve market since the necessary regulation reserve and its deployment have increased remarkably [180] . Historically, the payment to the units which are responsible for regulation reserve is only for supplying the regulation capacity based on the defined prices. However, recently there have been struggles to design a market mechanism which is capable of analyzing the operation of units in response to the regulation reserve more accurately, and calculating the lost opportunity cost of supplying the regulation reserve capacity [181] . With this new mechanism, the payment for the regulation reserve is identified based on the requested amount for the generation adjustment, accuracy of following the automatic generation control signals, and numbers of responses to the control signals in each time step. Therefore, more flexible units will earn a higher income, and consequently there will be a drive for generating units to promote system flexibility. More details on this concept for the MISO market are presented by [181, 182] .
5) Ancillary service market for primary frequency control
As explained in Section 4.6, right now the system frequency response is administered as the required condition for integration to the network. There are almost no criteria based on reliability to determine the required system primary frequency response. Also, no incentives are embedded for the generating units to come up with the primary frequency response [183] . On the other hand, in a few markets, penalties have been established for deviations from the scheduled amounts [184] . So, not only are units not obliged to equip the system via frequency response, but also they are penalized for their contribution. By increasing penetration of VERs and substituting new resources for conventional units in the primary frequency and system inertia response, the need for incentives for the frequency response would be increased [185] . If an ancillary service market is set up for primary frequency control and enough motivation is created, both conventional and nonconventional resources would be encouraged to assist in this market. ERCOT as a pioneer ancillary service market designer for frequency control has initiated studies [186] . In [120] , a market has been outlined for primary frequency control ancillary service which could be referred to.
6) Extended pricing mechanism
The European electricity market has been adapted to price zone revision, which seeks to remove congestion on transmission lines. The European Commission is planning to effectively increase the number of pricing zones, since this will result in better price signals for generation, better incentives for investment in new capacity, and finally a closer approach towards a nodal pricing mechanism [187] . On the other hand, marginal pricing theorem for energy and ancillary services in the U.S. is established upon the continuity, convexity, and increment of costs. However start-up and no-load costs distort the real system costs to a non-convex type which leads to figuring a payment for balancing the cost of resources whose no-load and start-up costs are not covered [161] . A proper example is adequate pricing for a peak load gas generating unit which turns on to supply the demand. When there is an extra mega-watt demand, and a peak load unit by minimum allowable generation of 20 MW is turned on to supply it, the cheap unit should decrease its generation by 19 MW before the gas unit. In such a condition, the marginal cost is equal to the price bidded by the cheap unit which means that in spite of deploying the more expensive unit, the energy price remains unchanged. Hence, the gas units need a guarantee for complete payment. In addition, other units have been affected since the price has not risen, and it must be compensated for [188] . So, extended locational marginal pricing as mentioned in [189, 190] might be the key. Note, because of the growth of uncertainty and intermittency caused by VERs, the possibility of employing flexible resources survives only because of technical reasons, not economic ones. So, there would be an increase in the number of generating units whose costs are not recovered because of marginal pricing. It seems that the pricing mechanism should somehow solve the non-convexity of costs in the future.
7) Flexible ramping (flexiramp)
Some of the electricity markets all around the world such as CAISO and MISO have arranged new modifications in market design. These have the aim of guaranteeing to supply the system flexibility requirements when there is high penetration of VERs [85, 86] . In these markets, an explicit ancillary service is introduced for energy flexibility. Results from the study of the CAISO market reveals that with high penetration of VERs, in addition to the reserve capacity limitations, a notable growth is recognized in the slope of net demand changes. Accordingly, CAISO first added a flexiramp constraint to the economical dispatch schedule in 2011 to supply the needed flexibility capacity for the system through the real-time market [191] . The flexiramp constraint reduces the ramp shortage in the real-time market, deployment of regulation reserve, and errors of scheduled power exchange among regions [192, 193] . The flexiramp constraint is applied for the case of increasing ramp capability. The power system operator determines the required amount. Similar to the other ancillary services, meeting the flexiramp constraint might be coupled with a lost opportunity cost for generating units. So, units which have lost a part of their generation capacity due to flexiramp constraints for participating in the energy or other ancillary services are paid relevant to the lost opportunity marginal costs. Further, units do not offer any special bids to provide the required ramp.
After proving the efficiency of the flexiramp constraint, it has been proposed as a separate ancillary service. The differences between the flexiramp service and the flexiramp constraint are in employing the flexiramp in 5 minutes real-time markets instead of 15 minutes, and considering flexiramp in the day-ahead scheduling and utilizing the flexibility curves [85] . Since in CAISO, realtime markets are settled in multi periods, the desired ramp already exists in the market. This is equal to the expected net demand changes of the current and next periods. This amount is the minimum requirement. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the system operator has considered an extra ramp to compensate for the net demand changes and uncertainties, in addition to the expected ramp. Also, to avoid imposing any extra cost to serve the required flexiramp, a flexiramp curve has been viewed. The maximum price for periods in which enough flexiramp does not exist has been set to 250 $/MW. The flexiramp bid is only considered in the dayahead market and prices are fixed based on the lost opportunity cost in the real-time market. Identifying the configuration for clearing the flexiramp in the real-time and day-ahead market is similar to the other ancillary services.
Similar to the CAISO, MISO has considered the upward and downward flexiramp as a distinct ancillary service in market design [86] . According to the MISO studies, and contrary to the CAISO, the necessity of flexiramp is not capacity limitations, but it is about the inadequacy of ramp capability. The major contrast of this ancillary service in the mentioned markets is the flexiramp cost allocation method. While CAISO and MISO have thought of flexiramp as a solution to promote flexibility in the short-term operation, other market operators have not noticed any need to offer this ancillary service. For instance, NYISO has estimated that day-ahead profit assurance, making whole payment guarantee, and optimal operation of units on their most efficient level of generation have provided sufficient incentive and drive to provide the system required flexibility ancillary service. However, ERCOT has provided a supplementary reserve service among its new ancillary services, but introduced it as a short-term and temporary solution. ERCOT has claimed that in the long term there would be no need for this type of service [186] .
When market structure has evolved to improve system flexibility, because of leveraging the available resources as well as new flexibility resources such as demand side and energy storages, the system operational cost will be lowered and energy efficiency will be enhanced.
All the above-discussed solutions intend to evolve market design via providing incentives for the more flexible resources to participate in the market, and to utilize them at maximum level in power system planning and operation in the presence of VERs. Thus, it is expected that market design offers a framework such that not only resource and flexibility adequacy are satisfied, but also required flexibility resources are paid sufficiently to be motivated to participate in the market. So, long-term, midterm, and short-term system flexibilities will be enhanced through market design evolution. Subsequently, generation mix will also change such that highly efficient technologies such as power plants with a detachable carbon capture and storage unit along with highly flexible gas-fired power plants replace traditional fossil power plants with low operational flexibility, in order to supply the remaining demand which depends on the fluctuating generation of VERs. Demand side management can improve the flexibility on the demand side, while storage can reduce the fluctuations of load.
It is not possible to give a global answer to a question which asks about the type of market design that can exploit all flexibility resources. The answer definitely depends on network structure, its requirements, and available flexibility resources. However, we can consider the following Power system flexibility: an overview of emergence to evolution characteristics for an electricity market which can deploy the flexibility resources as much as possible:
a) The existing traditional generation unit should be incentivized to support the VERs. b) Electricity markets should provide short-term and long-term incentives for non-conventional resources to respectively ameliorate their participation in flexibility provision, and encourage them for more investment. c) All the available resources should be deployed to reach the full extension of demand side management as a low-cost flexibility resource. d) Optimal transmission and distribution grids should be determined to support investment efficiency. This will reduce the need for flexibility. e) The market should determine the location where flexibility is needed. f) Expanding markets vertically and horizontally can improve flexibility.
Conclusion
Power systems are always planned and operated such that they present an appropriate level of flexibility to establish the power balance at any time. High penetration of renewable resources and their variability, intermittency, and uncertainty have enlarged the prominent role of flexibility in modern power systems. In this paper, first, power system flexibility is described from the four dimensions of time, control functions, uncertainty, and cost, and its necessity in the presence of VERs is discussed. Then, short-term, mid-term, and long-term effects of proliferated penetration of VERs on the power system flexibility which leads to its further evolution are reviewed. For a more secure and reliable power system operation, more flexible services are needed to deal with either forecast or unforecast deviations in net demand. Thus, a variety of new resources for flexibility are studied which will result in an evolution of power system flexibility. Each resource might promote physical or structural flexibilities up to a specific point. Indeed, given power system conditions and requirements for flexibility, each resource, or probably set of resources, may help the system to develop its operation. However, to reach the proper level of flexibility, a system structure must induce enough motivation for extension of flexible resources in the long term, and also convenient economic signals for the contribution of flexible resources are offered in short-term operation. Thus, as an influential solution for enhancing the flexibility, market design improvements for different time horizons are studied. In order to execute such a structure, common approaches are outlined to confront the challenges such as revenue inadequacy for long-term reliability, and motivation of flexibility in short-term operation. Moreover, the most current modifications of market designs for the increasing penetration of VERs are investigated.
While a wide variety of solutions and new market designs are explained in this review and each solution individually is examined as to how it provides the power system with flexibility in details, future research may be focused on concepts such as how a power system should be operated and planned in the presence of a set of described flexibility options, or how the introduced evolutionary market designs must incentivize the generation units to offer flexibility with respect to the discussed challenges in this review.
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